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THIEVES BREAK INTO TRACTOR• FIRM
Approximately $1,000 Is
Taken As Safe Cut Open

Seen&Heard Car & Truck
Wreck Occurs
Around

tractThieves entered the Billing-,r went to the office of the
over
curtain
a
hung
and
firm
or
Compans
ton-Forsee- Tractor
last night and, using an acety- the north window to keep the
from
lene torch, cut through the safe glare of the cutting torch
dobelb-steal approximately $1,- being seen -from the outside:
- at "Five
Apparently the hinges were cut
000.
Points, once again serves the
the door of the safe and
from
was
building
the
to
with
Entry
public by providing them
and sledge hammer
crowbar
a
the
in
front
by
breaking
made'
an eye filling flower bed. He
door of the firm, located on used to batter the door loose.
the finest Zingrows some
-Only cash was taken by the
Highway 94 just outside the city
nias we have seen anywhere,
thieves with the checks left in
thieves
or
he
thief,
limits
anythan
colors
and has more
a neat stack on the desk. Desk
one.
drawers were rifled also and
office was in a general
the
3 Cliff brought in a big bouquet
state of disarray. Earl. Forsee,
several
included
He
Zinnias.
of
i that apowner of the firm
green ones in case you never
s taken.
proximately $1.0 •
by
Drop
flower.
saw a green
The- loss was not . 3red by
leek..
his place and take
The Garden Department of jnsurance.
the Murray Woman's Club has
The breakin was discoverel
We felt so devilish yesterday
selected the four outstanding this morning by one of the emthat we folded, stapled and
"Yards of the Month" for July. ployeeof the firm who called
mutilated a punched card we
The selection is made by a Mr. Forsee. He in turn called
somebody.
got from
secret panel of judges from Hardie Kelso. Deputy Sheriff.
the department.
Both Deputy Kelso and Delise Conservation Foundation
Mr and Mrs. Carter Bailey puty Willoughby are investigat_ _Mort' on the following:
are the winners in the north- ing the theft.
. „
west section. Their home is lo-.4-4•11111117_11nd a halt be, one
cated at the corner of North
lonely, - ice-bound erect Of
18th Street and Lincoln Avenue.
northwest Greenland. a group
The judges said the Bailey yard
asof 250 Polar Eskimos who
has a lovely view from all angsumed they were the only hules and the flower boxes and
mans on earth were discovered.
roses are well kept.
Since then they have conWinner in the southeast sectthe
exactly
in
tinued to live
ion was Liable Roberta at the
chiltheir
same way. Most of
corner of South 12th and Elm
Joe L. Pritchett of Dexter,
dren die befoer reaching pubStreets. This yard is well land- age 67, was claimed by death
of
front
In
lies
safe,
the
torch
and
acetylene
of
an
off
battered
with
burned
The
safe
—
door,
STOLEN
erty, the smaller ones usually
view
lovely
scaped and has a
Monday at 9:50 a.m, at the Murthe robbed safe above. Thieves broke open this safe and took approximately $1,000 at the BIllington-Forsee
killed by dogs So the women
from the back.
ray-Calloway
County Hospital
Gale
Garrison
by
Photo
Staff
can.
they
night.
children
last
Company
?racier
the
all
love
The home of Mr. and Mrs. He was a retired farmer.
Charlie W. McIntosh, brother
Many of the men are also killRogers on Cardinal
Hillard
The deceased is survived by
ed — by the polar bears which I of Mrs. Matt Potts of Kirksey,
was the winner in the his wife, Mrs. Lovie Lois Pritthey hunt Those who survive died Monday morning at the
is'
yard
The
section.
southwest
chett of Dexter; three daughe:.
Drive
therefore have four or five 1 Mayfield Hospital. He was a
well landscaped with rambling ters. Mrs. Johnny Griggs of St.
g
. Street....
wives. Thus there is not only a Ielliont e441111 6.
of
back
roses on the side and
Louis. Mo., Mrs. Ovie Miller,
rapid evolution in this tight Mayfield
the house. The Rogers' yard Jr., et Benton Route Four. and
Funeral services will be held
society — which still numbers
was a winner of the yard of the Mrs. William B. Duncan of MurWord has been received of
tt only 250 — but intense genetic Wednesday at two pin, at Trinmonth last year.
ray Route Three: //tree sons,
the death of Dillard Holcomb,
pressure to breed strong and ity Methodist Church with Rev
Northeast winner was the Sidney Earl Pritchett of St.
Fred
Rev.
to
hunters
son of Mrs. Margie Holcomb of
' Cave Thomas and
skillful children and
Foreman
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
yard
Louis, Mo.. Jimmie Dale and
Murray, who died Monday aftersurvive against the many en- French officiating. Burial will
Graham at 1017 Sharpe Street. Joe Ed Pritchett of Dexter.
noon at a hospital in Seattle,
be. in the church cemetery.
vironmental threats.
This yard is beautifully landAlso surviving are two qieters,
Eight persons were infereet
-Wanhington.
. Survivors are his _wifet,Mrs.
_
scaped with a lovely rose gar- Mrs. Wesley Brown and Mrs.
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with
two
one
being
teenage
in
McIntosh;
eral
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hospitalized,
lel
Vitrue
that
notice
62nd
his
We
Holcomb died on
den in the back yard from
entertainers were killed by the Charles E. and Bill 1!.f.cIntoati;
birthday and was planning t. a two car accident yesterday which Mrs. Graham shares her Milton Downing of Almo; two
Gough
brothers. Wavel and Loyd Prit•
of
tour
Bob
at
Mrs.
a
the intersection of
two daughters,
Viet Cong while on
retire from his work at the Bae- morning
with her neighbors and
chett of Dexter; 13 grandchil14.S. Army locations in Viet and Mrs. Jim Koch; three sising Aircraft Company. The fo.- U.S. Highway 641 and Highway friends.
dren; one great grandchild.
80 at Hardin.
Nam. While we are gratified ters. Mrs. Potts. Mrs. Lettie Pinmer Calloway County man pla
Each month four yards are
Mr. Pritchett was a member
Mrs. Charles (Millie) Barring- ! selected for this honor. The
that they are willing to do this, kerton, and Mrs. Daisy Bell
ed guard on the first football
we do not feel that this is any Whitenton: 11 grandchildren.
team at Murray State College in er, age 39, of Rockwell, N. C.,• dividing lines are Main and of the Dexter Church of Christ
where funeral services- will h..
received multiple lacerations on 12th Streets.
The Byrn Funeral Home of
place for a seventeen year old
The Acers, woman's fast pitch - uals, firms and industrial plants 1923.
held Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. Funeral and burial services the forehead and was admitted
boy. The Federal government Mayfield is in charge of the ar- softball team here, will repre- will be greatly appreciated.
with Bro. Lake Riley and Bra
to the hospital svhere she is
should draw the line some- rangements and friends m a y sent the state of Kentucky in
The team is composed of girls will be held in Seattle.
Hoover officiating.
Jerry
in
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satisfactory
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condition
wife,
State
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where. It is bad enough for a call there.
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and
this
area
in
Survivors
Fast
National
regional play of
Burial will be in the Stewart
seasoned performer, much less
Lela Holcomb of Seattle: Wash- today. •
Pitch Softball August 7-11. Th2. University students.
Cemetery with the arrangeOthers in the Barringer ear
for a kid.
double elimination tournametir Team members are Debb.e ington; his mother. Mrs. Margie
ments by the Linn Funetor,
will decide who will play- in Woolfolk of Benton, Linda Holcomb, patient at the Con- were her husband. age 45, who
Home of' -Benton where frihad chest contusions and 'conNBC has already started their
the' National Fast' Pitch Soft- Woolfolk of Benton, Sharon valescent Division of the Murtusions on the skull and chin,
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The Eugene Bryant family grant of $72,267 for a Full
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they literally ran it into the
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Wilferd,
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seven._
all
Two traffic collisions were. inground.
Luther of St. Louis, Linda phis, Tenn.; two brothers, El- the other car involved. They announcement was made today
vestigated by officers of the playing coach of the Acers, said
WOrkman of Iowa, catcher, Lin- wood and Woodson Holcomb ,of are Eugene, age 38. x-rayed for by Leveo V. Sanchez, Director,
very
some
met
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they
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a.m. at the intersection of
small
and
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local share of the grant is $25,- ing to Auburn.
Anyone wishing to
Street and Highway played at Pekin. filineis and
clavicle, and two sons, David, 482. The program will be opertezed
We opened a can of frozen fruit North 16th
The women will see the fes-state --champions from Illinois, to a fund to help send this
Bypass.
121
Estelle Moorehead, father of Jr.. lacerated scalp and imbedd- i.ted by the PaducahIndepend- tival'there and attend'the Shaka juice yesterday. Printed on one
Wisconsin, Indiana, Michigan. to the National RegionarTour
Usher
607
Cole,
C.
Katherine
glass removed, and Larry, ent Board
urend of the can WAS 'open other
Education.
nament may do so by _calling Mrs Annette Schmidt of
ertawn play that night. They
Street, Mayfield, driving a 1964 and teams from metropolitah
end of can". We can't Imagine
Designed to benefit 150 pre- will return home following the
Mrs. - Wilferd, or by leavitY; ray, passed away Sunday at his x-rayed for skull injuries.
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at
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(Continued on Back Pegs)
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collided with 1903 Ford wreck- in regional play.
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when
section
ocaccident
held
Funeral services were
lize the established Head Start
and TiRMS.
Mrs Wilford said that t
er owned by Early Bird Autaa
Wilferd -said that she today at 10:30 a.m. at the Byrn curred and radioed Depute curriculum and each child will
and driven by James R. Miller team will need some help from
felt it a: distinct honor for a Funeral Home chapel. Mayfield, Sheriff Joe B. Anderson of receive complete medical, denof Murray Route Six as he was the community in raising funds
Murray team to repregeht -Ken with Rev. James Suitor. assist- Marshall County to send an am- tal, sociological and psychologiI'ekin.
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the
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west
going
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month • at ,Camp Dellwood at
Marine Major John Ford Wrecker on the left side. ation affair they must be pre- would do their
June 28
well. Under the overall direction of Waynesville. North Carolina.
ed and operated a book store lance enroute to the hospital
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Jan and Gwen will be taking
former Miss Zetta Vates of 311 ed at 4:50 pxn, on the Shirley days. Money is needed for gasState Universit: of the ----Prigb-yterian Church, collision.
sist of 11 professional, and 12 lessons at the girls' riding camp
North Sixth Street, Murray, Ky., Florist parking lot and Ash oline (with the girls furnishing attend Murray
at
witnesses
said
Anderson
in
living
non
professional, employees. and Mrs. Purdom. a registered
Mayfield.
their-. own cars, three in all) with 'several of them
was awarded his ninth Air Me- Street.
Survivors are his wife. Mrs the scene said that the Barring- They will be assisted by 10 nurse, will serve as nurse for
the Murray area.
dal.
Cars involved were a 1963 food and lodging.•
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a
going
west
car.
1966-Ford.
daughter,
volunteer workers.
Most softball teams in tho Bernice. Moorehead;
the camp for the month they
Mrs. Wilferd indicated that
He received the award for Pontiac four door hardtop driMrs.- on Highway 80, failed to stop
are there.
in ven by Loyd B Arnold of 504 about $800 will be needed for general area are slow pitch Mrs. Schmidt; one sister,
achievement
meritorious
_
-IL-J. Murtun. of Las Vegas,-__Nte at the four way intersection and
aerial flight while serving with North 2nd Street, and a 1963 the hoer» to make the trip. She teams.
hit the Bryant car, a 1967 Ford,
Mrs. Wilferd said that with vada; two grandchildren.
Marine Fighter Attack Squad- Oldsmobile four door hlivdtop said that money from individgoing north on Highway 641.
extending ovr!
tournament
the
Aircraft
Marine
and
First
ron One,
owned by T. C. Hargrove
The Bryant car -was spunned
fiye days the team must be pr:
Wing, in Vietnam.
driven by Mary F. Hargrove of
completely around and was
that periiil
11:nitpd
for
stay'
to
IntereatIonal
plied
Funeral services for Boyd
Murray- Route One.
headed in the opposfte directThey may play one game ti- •
Riley will be held Wednesday
Police said Mrs. Hargrove was
ion
was
finally
when the car
first day and the second gam,
at one p.m. at the Peters Fun- by United Press international
headed east on the Shirley Flor
stopped last day. She said that when
the
eral Home. Gratiot Astenue, DeConsiderable cloudiness with
GeneCounty
iSt parking lot, attempting to
for
Calloway
Mrs
services
The
Mae
Funeral
whirl
amount,
troit. Mich.. with burial to
little change in temperatures
make a right turn onto Ash Newton, 83. of Puryear were she figured the
alogical Society- has compiled a
attempted
she
low in a cemetery there.
today through Wednesday. ScatStreet headed west when she held at two p m today at Mc- will be needed,
pos- book of the births, marriages
Riley, age 57, of Detroit died tered thuadershowars most nuto be as conservative-as
and deaths of Calloway Counts
at the Student Union Building. collided with the Arnold car Evoy Funeral Home.
at
-15.m.
Saturday
ten
He
was
merous thia afternoon and tofor the years 1852 through
Burial was in Oak Grove sible. • Murray State University. on Fri- traveling east on Ash Street.
the son. of the late Clifton and night becoming less: numerous
The Pontiac was damaged on Cemetery near Fulton.
1859
day. July 12, from seven to
the left front fender and bumpSUICIDE TRY
'These:records are not avail-, Twenty-two persons were cit- Edith Riley of Calloway Coun- north half Wednesday° afterMrs. Newton died Sunday in
eleven pm.
BERLIN (CPO,— inset Bach able in the Calloway. County O-lor not having a city auto ty. His wife is the former Mat- noon. Highs today mostly in •
MUSIC will be "The Shadows er and the Oldsmobile was Volunteer Hospital in Martin,
sticker by the Murray Police tie Lou Farmer, daughter of 90s. Lows touight mid 60s to
Tem.
mann, 23, accused of shootim: Court House and thisllook
of Lni.e" campo'sed of Reggie damaged on the right doors.
Survivors include"twodaugh- leftist .student leader Rudi Duto 4uable information _for pet Departntent on Monday and Mrs. Chldra Farmer of Mur-, Icits' 70s
Brown, Rudy McCormick. La!—
_
.
Hess; Mickey
ters, Mrs Henry Davis. Martin. setike. Monday' made hIs---thliff- sone workine.on their family early this rimming: -according ray.
NOW YOU KNOW
r1.: Cawsert. Paul
Kenrocky Lakeij 7 a.m. 357.7,
to the 'citation reports. ----- i Survivors are his wife, four
Chsan. Larry Miller. and Jim• by United Press international 1 and Mrs Vernon Stephenson, attempt to commit suicide le histories., .,
Fur ..rnfOrmation about the - The, Police cited tivaa persons sons. Don, Jerry'. Carl, and Ed- no change_ below dam 301 7,
A runcible spo in. as- descrin Puryear; two sons, G. D. De- swallowing the broken handle
any Moore. all students at Mill
Stub- for curfew violations, three for ward Riley, one daughter, Pat- clown 05.
r.iv State, ;
cd in th'e children's paeni "The troit, and Newell Newton, Cot- of a tablespoon at breakfast' book, conta4 Mrs.
BaAirey -Lake.-7 am 33n, up'
Waldrop, unnecessary- noise. - two for Tula Riley, two* sisters. Mn.
The dress Will be casual. Ad-. oel and the l'ussycat," is a tage Grove, Tenn.; a sister Mrs. Ministry of Justice officials eaid bk'frckt.- Mrs
: Mrs.
,
i e.
.
ForNnan Graham. or any reckless driy,ing. one for speed- -Bob Jones and .Mrs. Graham' 0 r; belott dam 303. down 0.5 .
"mission is Si 00 per person or 'kind 'of fork with two braid Lottie Lancaster, Paris; 11 X-rays were ordered at'
Sunrise 5 44; -sunset 8.19,
Si 50 per couple The public is pr ings and one curving. shirp grandchildren and seven great- Prison tp determine if an .epr:- member of:the local 1;enealogi- ing. and one for net , having an Cain. ands one - aunt. Mrs. Essie
Reat•es
Calloway County.
25 am'.
Moon 'set
•
operator's 4-0611SC
grandchildren,
Cal •Society',
. il„ted prang.
invited.
alien was necessary.

Murray
a

A car and truck collision occurred Monday afternoon on a
gravel road Pt miles northeast
of Hazel and was investigated
by the Sheriff's office.
Vehicles involved were a 1962
Chevrolet four door owned by
Alvena Dunlap of Hazel Route
One and driven by Dale Eugene
Dunlap of Hazel Route Two,
and a 1963 Chevrolet pickup
owned by James Sykes, North
16th Street, and driven by Howell Starks of Hazel Route Two
Deputy Sheriff Curt Willoughby said the Dunlap car
was going south and the truck
was going north when they collided-'5n a curve on the grave:
road.
Starks had an injury to his
arm. The ifehicles were hauled
from the acene by Harold
Vaughn of the Five Points and
Welding and Electric Service.
--Monday at three p.m. Ituren
GregoFy 'Ferguson of Ferndale,
Mikis, wars-driving a 4964. Pontiac two door on Highway 94
East.
The Sheriff's office said the
Ferguson car left the road and
was a total loss. Ferguson was
reported not injured.
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Quotes From The News

Marsha Hosford, daughter of
Rosemary Orton. daughter ay
Mrs. Betty Ort•n. Just gradual. Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hosford. Ai9High
. ghes School,
ed from Murray High School. ct•onmdpinuegted
grad.
Age 17.

By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
-t.

NEW YORK —.McGeorge Sunday, president of the
Ford Foundation, announcing S713.000__in_-touadatiOn
grants to help implement open housing:
"Not even the boldest optimist can envisage a mass
movement of out of the ghetto, but Negroes'who can af7
ford to leave should be given the opportunity to decide
whether they want to remain or escape."

MANAGUA, Honduras — President Johnson enroute
home after meeting with Central American presidents
addressed a Honduran crowd:
"When we see poverty and little children in need of
education
roads to be
fathers in need of jobs
built, we all wish we had more time"

Cooperative Corporation
WILL BE HELD THIS YEAR ON

•

05"Milmwewslawas
amenungega
•

SATU RDA
JULY 13

Cynthia Cooper, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Hewlett Cooper.
Calloway
County
Attending
High School. Just completed
grade 10. Age 16

AT THE

CALLOWAY COUNTY FAIR GROUNDS

Na

In Calloway County

Ten Years Ago Today
TIMES FILL

Pony League All-Stars named were Danny Steele,
Tommy Lyons. Michael Thurmond, Danny Taylor, Charles Robertson, Walter Blackburn, Richard Workman,'
Mitchell Gibbs, Harold Shoemaker, Stephen Williartis,
Gail Starks, &oughts,. of Mrs.
Barbara Foust, daughter of
Louis Greenfield, Ronnie Roberts, Jerry Grogan, James Dortha Starks. Attends Murray Mrs. Donnie Foust, Attending
Frank-Wilson, and Brownie Jones. Alternates are Kim High School, completed 11th Murray High School, completed
Watt* Hilly Joe Ray170111;-Jatui Hutson, Harry Weather- grid*. AIR 17.
• 11th groste.--Agyr-hk
•
ly, and Hilton Hugheti.Mr_ and Mrs. William R.!lurches have won a 17-day
all expense paid trip to Europe, from the Keepsake Diamond Ring Company.
Mr. and Mrs Euel B Morton announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Jud th Ann, to Charles Bradford Jackson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Jackson.
Mrs. Obera Brittain took the lead in the fishing contest sponsored by the Ledger dr Times this week.

THE PROGRAM WILL BEGIN AT

by United Press International
Today is Tuesday. July 9. the
191st day of 1968 with 175 to
follow
The moon is full.
The morning stars are Mercury and Saturn
The evening stars are Venus
and Jupiter
On this day in history:
In 1850. President Zachary
Taylor died of a tyhpus infection after serving one year and
four months. He was succeeded
the next day by Vice President
Millard Fillmore.

Vicki Lynn Phillips, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James Phillips..
County
AttendingCalloway
High School, completed 9th
grads. Age 14.

Students' Abroad
UNITED NATIONS rum.
More than 341.660 students are
enrolled in institations of_edur.ation outside their own countries
according
to Study
Abroad, a publication of the
N Educational. Scientific and
Cultural Organization 'UNESCO ,

'ALL- MEMBEFS

In 1900. Queen Elizabeth
signed an act by which the in]
dividual state of Australia agreed to join into a federal
Cornmorrwealth.
In 1943. American. Canadian
and British forces invaded Sic,.
ly.
10-19(.1 Mcise Tsh.c.rnbc h.
rattle the premier of the Congo.
A thought for the day German poet. Friedrich Wilhelm Cheryl Jones, daughter of Mr.
Nietzsche. said: "Distrust all in and Mrs Thomas Jones Attendwhom *he impulse to punish is .rig Murray High School, co
piritod grad* ii Age 16
powerful."
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A BARBECUE
LUNCH WILL BE
SERVED AT
NOON

•

ALMANAC

•

and Entertainment will continue throughout the day.

LEDGERa TIMES MR

Debbie Goodridge, daughter
ef Mr. and Mrs. Robert Goodridge Attending Murray High
School, completed grad* 9 Alp
15.

,
•

10:30A.m.-wgTime

70 Years Ago Today
Wilma Lovins, Patsy Rowland, William McElrath,
Joanne Smith, Barkley Jones, Thomas Adams, Ronald
Churchill, Jr., J. Don McDougal, Bonnie Kingins, Bill
Cain, and Ruth Osborne, all of Murray, are members of
the cast and production staff of the plays to be presented by Murray College sumtner players.
Mrs Muke Overbey is director of the Girl Scout Day
Camp being held at the City Park this week.
,
Miss Ada Luke. native of India, will speak before the
Mettle Bell Hays Circle of the First Methodist Church
WSCS on July 10 Mrs Shelby Hadden Ls chairman of
the circle committee in charge of arrangements.
Rev Henry F Pascha.:: will be the evangelist at the
revival meeting to be held at the Flint Baptist Church.
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I have lived before God in all geetl,-conscience until
this day. —Acts 23:1.
l'hat would be a glorious,14 triumphant thing to
sag-at the close-011h.

-Nancy Holland, daughter of
and Mrs. Wyvan Hotland.
Just graduated from Murray
Nigh School and is attending
Murray Stat• UnirtireitY„ • 17
years old.

Alesia Gail Smith, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Smith.
iset graduated from Calloway,
Ceunty High School and la attending Murray State University. Ago 17.
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Phone 7S3-1272
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We MeeIt — Ivy Will Get It — Or It Can't Be Hid
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Bible Thoughtfor Today
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Paulette Markovich, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John MarkoSPRINGFIELD NJ — Richard M Nixon when ask:vich. Attending Murray High
ed it he intended to resign from a golf club which ex- School completed grade 10. Ape
cludes Negroes and Jews:
14..
"It has never been Mt practice to resign from inch
clubs but rather to week filial within to change the
policy."

•

•

MEETING
OF MEMBERS

ST. LOUIS — Gov. Nelson Rockefeller discussing the
possibillty of a Rockefeller-Reagan ticket:
"I don't think any combination should be ruled out."
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'NL Has Winning Habit Plus
Pitching, Speed And Defense
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18 To The Lakers
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SAN FRANCISCO 8P1' — Sonny Listree'keontinued his comeback by knocking out Henri
Clark in the seventh round.
SANTA BARBARA-, Calif. 51P1,
—Jim Tooney • won the .National AAU decathlon championship
for a record fourth time.
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY
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guests to register in the bride's WSCS will meet
Nortben, Circarama
rind, 1 tablespoon of lemon
rer-ter-Jetui Danny Bouchillon, ried a single yellow rose.
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'arrangement of
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The ladies day luncheon will
Kenny Martin and Bill Gram- into yarn shells; return to oven
fuji mums and yellow roses.
'J. T. Bouchiikm.
at the Cal5 to 10 minutes Makes 4 servRev. Thacker performed the mer of Memphis, Tenn.
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County Country Club.
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Mrs. Bouchillon, the groom's
The groom is a graduate of
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was presented by Mr. and Mrs.
linen
silk
mother, wore a blue
The Elm Grove Baptist ChurOverton High School, Memphis,
cloth embroidered in white and
Vade Bolton of Paducah.
dered Tenn., and received a Bachelor
will hold its general
centered with a beautiful ar-'.Id
The bride, given in marriage dress with a re-embori
with a of Science degree from Union
rangement of yellow fuji mums, gaeeting at the church at 1:30
by her father, wore a floor lace sleeveless jacket
ac- University, Jackson. His social
white stock. white daisies, small p. m. with Mrs. Walton Fulkerlength cage bridal gown of em- matching wimsy and other
By Abigail Van Buren
leader.
and silk organ- cessories. White carnations were fraternity is Sigma Alpha Esse,
linen
yellow and white mums with s son as program
broidered
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Ion. He is employed as an audtouch of greenery in a silver
za. The short sleeved bodice used for her corsage.
DEAR ABBY I am a divorced woman, mid-forties, featured tiny seed pearls with
Pottertown Club will
Following the ceremony the itor for George B Jones, CPA
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the
attractive [so I'm told], and my hobby
Firm, Memphis, where the couthe attached organza train out- reception was held in
- Mrs James Harris. sister of meet at the Health Center at
a
a. m. to go to the Kenple will reside at 2097 Imogene,
Let me explain, I am not madly man-hunting as I have
lined in the tiny pearls. The lowship hall of the church.
the bride-elect, and Mrs Ver- 10:30
a luncheon.
Those serving at the recept- Apartment 7.
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My problem
The New Hope - Sulphur
imported illusion at- Louisville and Miss Gloria TanAssisting in the entertaining
the marina. He is in his early fifties, very attractive, and also length of
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a
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were Mrs. Freddie Hendon and Springs United Methodist
divorced. He does a lot of entertaining on his boat He is
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a
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et the
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ley and Mrs. Dennis Wilson of
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borrowed everything from fishing gear to a fifth of vodka.) He ray was the maid'of honor. The Green of Memphis, Tenn.
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always pays me back, but this is what bugs
bridesmaids were Miss Debbie
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The muscular action of your dips.
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for a wedding trip to Wet system. flatted Peristalsis, should
The honoree was presented First Baptist Church
He asked if he could borrow my-boat for a night as he was Couchillon of Memphis. Tenn., reception
&IOW' down. If this happens
sot
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Mrs. Ralph Darnell
Gatlinburg, Tenn., with
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tract and you become irreguat
Jackson,
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Jane Matthews
as a gift from
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en dress trimmed in matching lar.
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Approximately sixty guests
Carter's Pills with its unique la:SAILOR
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told
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DEAR ABBY: All my hfe my parents have
Club of New Concord School
linen pedels trimmed in ceived her Bachelor of Arts
yellow
Unusual Playhouses
harder
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courteous and to respect my elders. This is getting
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PORTLAND. Ore
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every
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two of my
The containers for subsurface
Last week I went to a baseball game with
Saturday, July 13
transformers installed in restfriends They left their seats in the stadium for a few moments
The 10th annual Jeffersop
denUal areas of greater Portstarted
-ead while they were gone a man about my father's age
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would be back any
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by
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seven p.m.. sponsored
into play houses by A. P. Democratic Women's Clubs of
moment. He said he would move when my friends returned
OenPortland
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Well, when mx friends came back, this man refused to
the first district of Kentucky.
eral Elecitric Co.. maker of the Miss Katherine Peden will be
move_ I reminded him that he had given his wo-d, but he said,
transformers.
speaker For reservations at
"Listen, kid, I'm 30 years older than you You kids go find
By connecting three of the Aye 'dollars each call Mrs. Jo
other seats."
cartons side-by-side, cutting
higs. Mary Jane LitCrum
Not wanting to start trouble, my friends left and sat
holes for front and rear doors
• r*I7
somewhere else
and adding plastic windows.
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Cowles has provided neighborNow why are kids expected to show respect and be
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hood children with the kind of
to adults when adults act like this to us?
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Family
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TEEN-AG
n will be held at the Keapeared from,, the American
tacky Dam State Park p
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ccene—the homemade toy
complain
s
DEAR TEEN-AGER. Teen-ager
area at four p.m. A potluck
s and don't want to he judged by
are
sel
individual
they
that
supper mill be served.
teeasgers who behave in a discreditable manner. The same
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artificial
first
the
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Sputnik
gees for adults. The men were rode and isconsiderate, but they
satellite in space, was launch- Oklahoma City in 1935 be..
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leressatety 4.ase represent ALI. adults. Be fair.
in
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Unitthe
city
first
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4,
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ed by the Soviet Union
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State
parking
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DEAR ABBY When my husband died eight months ago, a
—
very nice looking man attended the funeral He said he had
been a very good friend of my husband. I never saw the man
before. but he couldn't have been nicer to me He kept calling
on rite to keep me company in my farrow, and I invited him
over for Sunday meals and so on I will leave out a lot of
details because they are rather personal, but here is what I
want to get across
All SUMMER
It turned out that this man had never known my husband'
He makes a practice of reading the newspapers to find out
where funerals are, how old the deceased was, where he lived.
the number of children, and some .of the lodges he belonged to,
etc Then he calls on the widow to get acquainted, saying he
had been a good friend of her husband
If t hadn't accidentally found out that he did this to other
widows, I might' have gotten even more seriously involved than
I did. AM it,would have-cost me a lot of money,'too. Please
print this as a warning to other unsuspecting widows
ALMOST TAKEN IN
the

Miss Sherry Lynn Thacker Becomes The
Bride Of John Danny Bouchillion June 29
In Ceremony, Memorial Baptist Church

Phone 753-1917 or 753-41147
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Perform
4.Vlar god
8-Winter
precipitation
12 Burma
tribes can
13-Pail
14-Girl's name
15-Doctrine
16-More
supartic.al
15-Subject of
discourse
20-B. lied
21-Sun god
22-foothke part
23-Direction
27
29 Dosnc4 step
29-i'.
30-thowy flower
31 Indefinite
article
32-Bushy clump
33-In TUSK. high
34-Cooled lava
35-Begin
37-Crony (collat.)
311 High mountain
39-Prefiu halt
40.Evergreen tree
41-Pronoun
42-Post
44-Slogan
47 Cut out
51 Anger
52 Unit of Italian
Currency (pl.)
53-Short lac bet
54-Things, in law
55-Conduct
56-Act
57-French for
-summer-

1 at the noon
ere sung for
owship hour
Chester Yare good music
fere Mr. and
Id, Bro. and
on, Mr and
Bessie Coles,
. Adams, Mr
Shelton, Mr
Shelton and
Jean, and•
s. R. G. ShelElsworth WUirie and 311Larry Over'
Lisa, Mr. and
ye and daughSnelton, Mr.
Morton, Mr.
tiley, Mr. and
Li and datighhael Shelton,
esbitt, Estelle
heiton, Gwen
,
id Mrs. Cie!
id Mrs. Ralph
obertson, and
h.
planned again
on the same
noted by Hilo. T. G. Shel-

•
Ramp Wiggins Brooks of Murray Route Two, teacher
of vocational agriculture at Sedalia High School, is
pictured, third from left on the back row, with the
group of officers from the Sedalia FFA Chapter which
attended the Leadership Training Camp at Hardinsburg. On the front row, left to right, are Harold Humphrey and Bobby Galloway. In the back row, left to
right, are David Miller, David Clark, Mr. Brooks, Phil
Holloway, and John Scott
Speedy Return_

prtsbn mm --a, robbery sentence,
ati- (twrr
BARCELONA, 15-Police reported that young stole a motorcycle and was alRamon Garcia. only a few most immediately apprehended
hours after his release from and put back in Jail.
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Admissions, July 5, 196.
Mrs. Betty Henderson, Dexter; Hester Charlton, Route 1,
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7
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TUESDAY - JULY 9 1968
_
Murray.
Dismissals
Bernice Morris, 1302 Poplar
Street, Murray; Miss Karen S.
Haney, 3822 Gatewood Drive,
Louisville; Mrs. Carol Balentin.,
Route 3, Murray; Mrs. Linda F.
Armstrong, Route 2, Farmington; Howard Bazzell, Route 2,
Murray; Herman Perkins, Rt.
1, Puryear, Tenn.; Waiter Elkins, Route 4, Murray; Mrs. Ruth
Williams, 208 North Cherry St.,
Murray:. William Jordan, 815
Paducah Road, Mayfield; Mrs.
Mary L. Baker, 1209 Poplar St.,
Murray; Charles Cocklow, 402
Blair Street, Clinton; Johnnie
Sims to Cony. Div., Coldwater
Poad, Murray; Baby girl Armstrong, Route 2, Farmington.
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* Ends Tonite
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Unwilling Fences
LIMA, Peru ( UPI)-Jewelry
dealers complained to police
recently that *hieves were
beating them up if they refused to buy their stolen goods.
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.MURRAY. KENTUCKY
L. Jane Cothran, Route 4, Mur- 1, Hardin,
Dewey D. Sills, Rt
ray . Miss Mildred E. Ladd, Dex- 6, Dover Tenn , Mrs.
Grace 0.
ter. Mrs V. Roberta Jones, Rt. Mason. Route 2,
Farmington;
4. Mayfield; William Carrawk,, Johnnie Ahart, Nash
Route 2, Murray; Mrs. Lillian D. Murray, Edwin Vinson, Route
Adams, Route 4, Murray; Wil- 3, Murray, Baby girl Liackhari,'
liam Elmore, 1210 Dogwood Dr. Route 1. Miirray; Baby girl HenMurray; Mrs. Mary J. Carr, Rt, derson, Dexter; Johnnie Sims
2. Murray; Cilous Higgins, Rt to Cons Div., Coldwater Road,
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News

NEW PURCHASE
Seventh and Poplar Church of Chris
have recentW purchased this hone
at 1501 Kirkwood Drive for Ei
ters home.
The house was formerly owned by
Harold Dunn.
Brother and Sister Ellison have
moved into this spacious 3 bed
room 2 baths home with wall to
wall carpet, built-in range, dish
washer, and double carport-. J.0.
Patton Realtor handled the transaction.
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Termite •1.1
Ceetpoey

A. Belt
front jacket with
top-stitch t r
contrasting shell
Olive/putty or
block / white
Available in sizes
8-18. 46.00

'

B. Crochet trim on
open jacket with matching skirt
and shell. Beige or
blue, 1 0 0 %
double wool knit
Available in sizes
1,0 to 20 46.00

C. Double wool
knit princess line
coat with top
stitch trim, matching jewel neck
dress. I n black
or camel. Available in sizes 8 to
IS 60.00

•
A Small Deposit
will hold
your selection!

Tpis.is.the most-spirited luxury car of al-1--timc.
which doesn't interfere in the slightest
with its being the Most.luxurious.

I.

With' its graceful stylingklaSteiiii IntrrInr two it
- The years most surprising driving experience is'
yours for the asking. We Call It a."Commahd Perand thOUghItul driving conveniences: this IS tIll'
formance." and it begins the mtnute you lake your
most luxurious Cadilla$.! Of all tithe. Along with
scat in_a intim cadillaC
hurried, painstaking craftsmanship. Utese qtiIlttIos
Ihis year. ottr-472 V-8 engine Introduced a new
assure the rnathless value and prat of oNv'ner.
.
level of totTfortriance to luxury motoring. The lar- . ship for which C,Adillac has long hccil'icno‘. tied.
gest produtiiiill V-8 ever to powc.,r a fiasst.nger car.;
Yourauthorized Cadillac clealt•t will OltIly ••iliip,(..
TT rii-Ii. vrs pc,tiltrridirk( rtlarts-smount-qurer autt -tr-C.inirrinncl-Pertofthrirrceriesr iffiv• •ir :Trui • •,riresponsive - perft?renance to fully niffrefir
venience.- His sssrection Ol ehrx1(..1,-. I.- Ill AV al ie.
_ highly
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We will dose Wfdnesday, 12:00 p.m., to prepare for this
TREMENDOUS THREE-DAY SALE

•a

Avent4

4

=Ono
WY. P81

MENS SPORT COATS
.Values to 27.50
Values to 35.00
Values to 40.00

- 9 T4) SELL -

Reg. 3.99-4.99
Reg. 5.99-6.99
Reg, 7.99
Reg. 8.99-999 -

Values

to

sALE

ONE TO SEL1 - STATE PRIDE

PHONOGRAPH

MENS SUMMER

Solid State
4-Speed

SUITS

•

Values to 39.99
Values to 45.(X)

_

.Value35.00

-

---

- -- -

SALE

12.88
Reg. 4.99
Reg. 9.00

I •
••
••=1. •• am. ••••

AM. rm.

Floor Samples
Values to 17.99

NECKLACES
ACCENT t THROW RUES
EARRINGS
fflIJQ
50%
PINS
EARRINGS
KNIT FABRICS
1.00 BEADS
EARRINGS
KETTLE CLOTH
88'
JEWELRY
0
DOOR MATS
88
HOSE
BEDSPREADS
2.88
PANTY HOSE

GROUP OF LADIES PEARL
Values to 7.50

SALE

Values to 2.50

Values ts
14.99

4
MOCK - FULL TURTLE

04.

'.
Values to 2.00

01;

SALE

GROUP OF ENAMEL JEWELRY
SALE

Values to 1.00

SHIRTSVALUES

SALE

Group of Cotton Bonded

1.44

SALE

4.99 yd. - SALE

GROUP OF LADIES COLORED

Values to 2.00

SALE

Short Lengths of

Values to 1.00

GROUP OF MENS

Values to 1.99 yd. - SALE

WALK SHORTS

Values to 3.00

Reg. 2.59

- SALE

I

'SALE /
1 3 OFF

SALE

Values to 1.00

SALE 69°
.

.
..!'•

SALE

81re

G .0UP O F' LADIES

Values to 10.99 -- SALE

STRAW HATS

Blie
88'
1.00
'
50nr
1.00
50'
10°

LADIES FASHION COLORED

Group of Irregular

GROUP OF MENS

SALE

-

ODD LOTS

Welcome

smx 2.118

VALUES TO 6.00

USE) C
We auto
ifl(±fll
$145. 41
chambere
shells, th
fled, $1Z
calibre,
Longs, lot
guns in
Diuguids,

Sale 3.88
Sale 5.88
Sale 6.88

Reg. 7.30

WINDOW FAN
5.88

SALE '
1.88

GROUP OF MtN$ IRREGULAR

1907 DAI
listalle
tutor.
all the ei
Call 75

SWIM SUITS

GROUP OF

,SPORTylEITS,

Sale 2.88
Sale 3.88
Sale 4.88
Sale 5.88

GROUP OF CHILDRENS 7-14

5 TO SELL - 24-INCH

Sale 26.80
Sale 33:80
Sale 3840

Gaour.OF DIENS IRREGULAR PERM -PRESS

KNIT

Reg
39.99

BY OWN
on the c
bat stro
to-wall
room. E
hut, Mt
, ago. Phot

DRESSES

UPHOLSTERED OCCASIONAL CHARS
29.80

Sale 15.80
Sale 22.80
Sale 26.80

7100.

f

GROUP OF CHILDRENS 7- 14

Reg. 1.29

VALUES TO 6.00

LADKS DRESSES
GROUP OF MENS

WHITE CREW SOCKS

3 F°R 1.17

Group of Boys

SPORT SHIRTS Reg. 2.50- Sale 1.66- Reg. 83 - Sale 1.88
Sale 1.00

Values to 4.99
Values to 6.99
Values to 9.99
Group of Childrens Straw

HANDBAGS

Values to
29.99

Sale 1.88

Values to 2.99
Values to 4.99
Values to 5.99 Values to 9.99

OFF

GROUP OF LADIES FAMOUS MAKER
Group of Boys Long sleeve

DRESS SHIRTS Values to 2.99

SPORTSWEAR

Sale 88e

SALE

50'- 1.00

1_1ER-111

Sale 1.00

-_
__-

Sale 1.88
Sale 2.88
Sale 3.88
Sale 4.13$

Group of Ladies

_ HANDBAGS

KNIT TOPS -•SifORTS Values to
10.00
40% OFF

Group of Boys Irregular

KNIT SHIRTS Values to 4.00

Values to 2.49

HANDBAGS

LADIES COSTUMES
50%

Sale 2.00

WALK SHORTS Values to 4.00

•

GROUP OF LADIES

Group of Boys

410

Sale 1.88
Sale 2.88
Sale 3.88

GAOUP OF

Group of Boys

FARAH SLACKS Values to 6.00

Coincide
ley and
Each. via
Isle of X
the place
.tenderly n
Chop
covering
was cloak
for coffee
come from
..gelfulneas
affair. mil
thee. atte
•(her plted
(long, and
widOwer.

HANDBAGS

Reg. '5.99 to 7.99 _ _ _ _ Sale 3.88
Reg. 8.99 to 9'.99 _ _ _ _ Sale 4.88
Reg. 1 0.99 to 1 2.99
_ Sale 6.88
Reg. I 3.99-to 1 5.99 _ _ _ _ Sale 7.88
Reg. 16.99 to 17.99 _ _ _ Sale 9.88
Reg. 18.99 to 2099, _ _ _ _ Sale 10.88
Reg. 22.99i0 29.99 _ _ _ _ Sale 12.88

Group of Boys Long Sipe.e

SPORT SHIRTS Values to 2.99

wIIA

GROUP OF LADIES PATENT

Values to 7.99

SALE

500 OFF

a

"Are

Group of Ladies Odds 'N Ends

SHOES

Group of Boys Irregular

SPORT SHIRTS Values to 1.99

Sale 1.00

Ladies Bermuda - values go UN

1
;
,1

Values to 8.99

--- SALE

There
sun.
'My w

Group of Ladies - Mens - Boys
Ladies - values to 7.00

•

SIMMER DRESSES

...

2.99
_Values to 4.99 ......
Values to 6.99
Values to'9.99 3 -

,

6X-•

SHORT SETS

-

SKIRTS

eriTo

4-1

Values to 3.49 - SALE 1.88
Values to 4.49
SALE 288

Ladies Famous Maker - values to 27.00

SHORTS

Values to 1 19

SALE-

66°

Luise. _VW
Reg 6.99

4.44

SHOES

Values to 24.99

SALE

3.88

SALL

5.88

SALE.

3.88

GMAT OF LADIES

ALL-WEATHER COATS
Values to
39
9 9

Group of Mens Brokens Sizes

SHOES value.

/
1 3OF F

WHITE and COLORS
Values to
6.00

to 13.99

Group of Boys Odds 'N Ends

SLIPS & HALF SLIPS

50%

GROUP

5.40

Group of Mens Odds 'N Ends-

Sale 1/ 3 Off

GROLP OF ,LADIES
GROUP gy 3 - 6X

SALE

CANVAS SHOES _ _ _ Keg. 599 3.44 _ _

2.88

_

SWIM SUITS _

HUSH PUPPIES vahia.-iLi•

^

SHOES

Values to 7.99

Group of Childrens
OFF

PATENTS

Values'to 7.99

SALE

I.88&2.88

or 3 -

•

TS

Vaigea _to 7 99

SALE

50% iff

fortunate
-Then
marry IV
grandfatl
"I thin

Group of Ladies

Group of Ladies - values to 9.99

Sale 1:88
Sale 2114'
Sale4.80
Sale 5.80

-Values to

1,1{1/1 1' (IF

,50% Off -

COORDINATES

GROUP OF 3 - 6X

ALL SALES ,FINAL
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REAL ESTATE FOR BALI

WHEAT STRAW, 25e per bale. recently overhauled. Two year
Phone 7534401.
1-9-P old Solid State Westinghouse
USED HOUSE trailer, 2-bed- portable stereo. Three year old
Sears Kenmore vacuum oleanroom, fully funilahed, 48' x
J-11-C
Traded in on a new Volkswag- ner. Call 753-2257.
en. You can move in tremor- RUNABOUT BOAT and trailer,
new. Only $1,450.00. Carroll 1963 Mercury 30 HP motor
Volkswagen. Phone 75341880.
with electric starter and genJ-11-C erator. $250.00 or best offer.

88
88
88
88

TWIN-SIZE Beautyrest Electric
Bed-Heed or Mot raises by
separate electric motors, hospital type, ideal for heart con(Idiom real good condition.
Has own frame or ma be used
on your twin bed. Inies than
one half price. $126. Diuguids,
north side of square.
J-11-C HIDE-A-BED type sofa-brown
nylon upholstery, good condiAUSTIN HEALY Sprite, new tion, innerspring mattress, like
engine, transmission, iiPhois- new, $45. Twin size bed-book
tet7, paint, $650.00. Call 753- case headboard, grey mahogJuly-31-C any finish, like new, $25. Diu7800.
guide north side ot maure.
home
OWNER:
two-bedroom
BY
J-11-C
corner
of
5th
and
Gilon the
bert streets in Hazel. Has wall- 1961 CHEVROLET Station Wato-wall carpeting in living gon. Clean car and good meroom. Has carport, electric chanical condition. Phone 753heat, city water, and sewer- 7538.
1-0-P
.1-15-P
Phone 492-6665.

_3

ther car seat that will fit
bucket seats or regular seats. SLEEPING ROOMS for middle

-

with the

COLDWATER
CHURCH OF CHRIST

1.00

-

JULY 7-14 3:00 & 8:00 p.m.
SPEAKER: L. H. POGUE
Jae

PFANI. IS

DOROTHY EDEN'S new bestseller

:69°

ci

I WOULDN'T
\tTE FOR YOU

From the novel published by Coward-McCann. Inc. Copyright C 1587.
1968 by Dorothy Eden. Distributed by King Features Syndicate.

WHAT HAS HAPPENED
Coincidence brought Luise Amberley and Otto Whither together.
Each. visiting the Mediterranean
Isle of Majorca alone, sought out•
the place where Mme. Dudevant
.tenderly nursed the composer Frederic Chopin back to health. Discovering together that the house
was closed. the Dane invited Luise
. for coffee with him nearby. She had
come from England seeking the fordisillusioning love
getfulness of
affair. and was skeptical of Wintiter's attentions. Over coffee. Windher plied her with persoael questions, and told her he was a lonely
widower.
-

CHAPTER 4
ERRE Otto Winther knew
the schools I mentioned.
He made the comment that my

H

•

38
38
38
38

h

br

5.40

4.44

1.88

i.88

1.88

!.88

IS

•-•
•
•- I aVet•Oor •

a

school friends possibly included
princesses. So he was a snob.
Well, of course he was, with his
fashionable car and his good
clothes. But more than my education, he seemed to be intereaten in the-large family I came
from. Were. six children unusual
in Denmark, I asked?
"Nowadays, yes. It's a pity.
We have to suddenly be a new
kind of people, thinking more
of producing car(and television
sets than babies. It's %rite unnatural. Perhaps we'll Micewav that a woman can give
birth to a washing machine instead of a child."
"Are you fond of children?
Are you disappointed you have
only one son?"
There was that sudden shadow in his eyes, a cloud over the

41'

0
4 WERE'NE LAsT
BEAGLE ON EARTU:

LIM liaLaZq

OFF

502 Maple Street, Murray, Kentucky, Phone 753-4342; Donald
R. and Pearl T. Tucker-Home
Phone 753-5020, Bobby Grogan
-Home Phone 753-4978.
H-1TC

Peanuts®

10°

58
88
88

chided in the sale Professionally landscaped
TUCKER REALTY & INS., CO.,

Ai:renew

GOSPEL MEETINI

50e

anteed. Five year contracts
Five room house treated, $65.00. OWN YOUR OWN home for as
Ward Pest Control, 1612 College little u $475.00 down and
Farm Road, phone 753-6501. $92.87 monthly plus taxes and
July-1LP insurance. No down payment
to veterans. These homes are
GARLAND ALUMINUM Service,3-bedroom brick and must be
offers expert installation along seen to be appreciated. Call
with 25-40% savings on alumi- Johnsen Bros. Construction Co.,
num siding, windows and doon. Inc., 1203 Story Avenue, Phone
TFC
We are a newly formed family 753-6767.
business with some 20 years
accumulated experience. Free 3-BEDROOM brick home. Cenestimates with nn obligations. tral heat and air, nylon carPhone 489-2427. Call now for peting throughout, built-in TapJuly-23-C pan appliances, 1% ceramic tile
special prices
baths, and all drapes go with
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- house. See or call James R.
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C. Hamilton at 7534516 after 5:00
1-9-C
M. Sander,. Phone 382-3176, p. in.

8

CMtlii OF THANKS
The children and grandchildren of Henry Edgar (Ede,
Jones acknowledges with deep
appreciation to our neighbors,
relatives and friends, every kand
expression of sympathy extend
ed to us during the lengthy einem; and recent death of our
beloved father and gran:father.'
To our faithful pastor Wee
John Peppin and every member of our church at Sinking
springs we are grateful.
We especially wish to thank
Dr. Mercer and Dr. Clark for
their services, the Rev. Norman Culpepper and Rev. M. M.
Hampton for their comforting
words, Gus Robertson Jr., for
the beautiful serigis, Judy Hughes for the accompanying music, the pallbearers, the adult
men's Sunday School Clam who
were honorary pallbearers, and
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home for their kind and efficient services.
May God bless and comfort
you in your hours of need is
OUr prayer.
Mr. Mollie Jones
Mr. and Mrs. C. Eugene
Jones and Cody
Mr. and Mrs. Juston
Hughes, Sandra, Jerry
and Terry
1TP

Like new. Maternity di-eases, aged lady or quiet girl. Call
J-11-P
shorts and tope in size 16. 753-6135.
Window fan. Call 753-4487 beSELLING HOME - Air-conchHELP WANTED
tween 9 a. m. and 9 p. m.
honed 3-bedroom, spacious famJ-11-C
ily room. Pay equity and asSOMEONE TO do house work,
sume 5 3/4% loan. Call 753AUTOMATIC WASHER - Hot- 1 day per week. If interested Lynnville, Ky.
TFC
CATTLE FARM - Calloway 5270.
'1-9-C
753-5870.
point, twelve pound capacity, call
NOTICE-You are cordially In County at Coldwater. 52 acres
just like new, dill in guarantee,
BY OWNER-4-bedroom house
STOCK AND delivery boy, if lilted to attend a gospel newt of top value land. Beautiful
$75. Diuguids, north side of
apply at Owens Food iag with the Coldwater Church Colonial home with 2700 sq. 14 story, 2 full baths, walk-in
Interested
J-11-C
Mare.
of Christ, July 7-14. Serviced ft. of living, 1% baths, panelled closets, fenced track yard. car:
Market, 1409 W. Math St.
1-9-C
are at 3:00 each afternoon and kitchen with built-in stove, large port, $28,000. Transferrable
FOR SALE-a small camper
$17,500 GI Loan 5 1-4%. 1621
trailer. Call Terry Yates 436- WANTED: Baby sitter. Relia- 8.00 each evening. Mr. L. H. den, wood fireplace, three large Loch Lomond Drive, Brandon
1-12-C bedrooms, garage attached, 48
5368. It not there leave num- ble woman or young lady to do Pogue is the speaker.
L. Parker. Call 753-4796. 1-19-C
J-11-P part time sitting with year-old .REDUCE SAFELY, simply and x 66 foot cattle barn and large
ber.
feeder shed, 2 ponds. Knee,
child; transportation furnished. fast with GoBese tablets. Only high in pasture mix. Cattle
LOST & FOUND
REFRIGERATOR with large 753-8305.
J-9-P 98e at Rolland Drug. .1-10-P fenced. Will feed 100 or more
freezer. 36" Kelvinator electric
appointment.
Shown
by
cattle.
LOST: Weimaraner, male, sil- Is Guest a Guest?
SERVICES OFFERED
WANTED TO RUT
1-9-C
stove. Call 753-6997.
See Jake York, Broker, at Con- vergray, two scars an head,
NEW YORK (UPI)-A man
1963 PONTIAC Catalina, 4-door WANTED to buy a good used WANTED to keep elderly per- solidated Realty, 418 East named Clem. Lod in vicinity at the Edison Hotel asked
Sedan, power steering and pow- backhoe. Contact Han McCuis- son in my home. Room and Broadway, Mayfield.,Phone 247- of College Farm Road,' ARC. owner Milton J. Kramer if he
or 247-5512. Will sell just Call 753-5006.
4-11-P could cash a check for $1,000.
er brakes. Excellent condition. ton at 753-2920.
board. Also a sleeping room. 5605
land and barns, or home and
"Are you a guest here?" askCall 753-1834 after 4:30 p. m.
6:00
p.
after
753-8897
Phone
/ALI
1-10-C
EUGENE, Ore. (UM-Make ed the manager.
lot, or all together.
.1-10-C
a
1-11-P
m.
weekend or summer vacations
"A guest?" the man snapFRESH HEARING AID batter- AUCTION, Saturday, July 13th., HOUSE PAINTING done by col- 3-BEDROOM, 114 baths, 16 x 34 less obvious to potential bur- ped. "I'm paying $20 a day
feria.
Edwin
Crawford
large
10
a.
m.,
pool,
swimming
enclosed
glars,
make
warns
Eugene Police here."
ies for Beltone and other
lege student, reasonable rates.
hearing aids, Wallis's Drugs, Four miles northeast of Lynn Call 753-8503 between 9:00 a. m. kitchen, den and living room. Chief Art Ellsworth
north
of
Murlow
-1%
miles
over
Grove,
take
equity
and
He
suggests: leaving a light Gandhi Centenary
TFC
Murray, Kentucky.
3.11-C Pay
NEW DELHI (UPI) - The
ray-Lynn Grove Highway on Bo- and 1:00 p. m.
interest mortgage. Call 753-8858. on, stopping newspapers, havTWIN-SIZE white plastic head- gard Road. 104.25 acres, well CUSTOM BUILDING, residentJ-13-P ing 'someone pick up the mail, Indian government plans to isboard, skirted vanity and bench, fenced, good ponds, outbuild- ial and commercial. Rustic Calleaving shades in a ..pormal sue soecral commemorative
toy chest, 48" rollaway bed. ings. Modern house, air-con- ifornia styling. Free estimaites. MODERN FOUR - BEDROOM position, asking a neighbor to stamps, coins and, currency
air.
paneling
Carpet,
$3,500.
'keep an eye on the house, ar- notes on the occasion of the
Also full size Roth violin. Call ditioned For information call Call Cliff Finney 489-3968.
conditioning, furniture. Elec- ranging to have the lawn cut Mahatma Gandhi Centenary
1-10-P 435-4042 after 5 p, m. Brent
758-3506.
Aug.-12-C
In 1969.
tric heat, insulated, 1% acre. and locking all windows.
J-13-C
Hughes, administrator
FOR RENT
On blacktop, three miles dawn
WANTED.TO RENT
Theft
Zoo
Pottertown Road. J. Robinson. Appropriate Find
LONDON (UPI) - Thieves
NOTICE
ST. CHARLES, Mo. (UPI)
WANTED; to *rent house in
2-BEDROOM Trailer. See . at
Mrs. Ed Hoelting found a 1948 raided a store at London Zoo
Dill's Trailer Court after 4 p.
the country, furnished or un
.I-9-C TERMTITS? Call Ward Termite furnished. Call 753-1916 before IN KEENELAND Subdivision, penny while walking with her recently. Stolen: one toy eleIn. No phone calls.
for free estimate. All work guar- 500 p.m. and ask for Mary. a 3-bedroom brick with 2 bath- husband on their 20th wedding phant.
TWO FURNISHED apartments.
TFNC rooms, very Large family room, anniversary.
Also wringer-type washing machine for gale, almost new. Call
1-10-C
7534044. •
by Charles M. Schulz

DATSUN 1600 Sports car. BEAGLE PUPS, good bloodMenthe silver with black in- line, real rabbit stock. Reasonterior. Excellent condition with ably priced to sell. If interested
1-9-C
all the extras. Local one-owner. call 758-87136.
Call 758-1515 or 474-2207.
.14-C DROP LEAS dining table
Duncan Phyfe style, extra exUSED GUNS-Browning dou- tensions will seet twelve. Meble automatic, 12 gauge, 26 hogany finish, needs refinishinch improved cylinder bore, ing, $25. Diuguids, north side
$145. 410 Winchester pump, of square.
J-11-C
chambered for three inch
shells, five shot, 28 inch modi- '64 CHEVROLET, 4-speed. '39
fied, $125. Automatie Rifle, 22 Chevrolet sedan, set up for 327.
calibre,
Ressingtoze-- shorts, Botli* in good shape. Call 753longs, long rifle, $48. All three 8428 after 5.00 p. m. weekdays.
guns in excellent condition.
Diuguids, north side of square. THREE-YEAR-OLD Underwood
J-114 5 dm& typewriter, new ribbon,
YOU ARE INVITill-TO AIMPID

TWO furnished apartments.
One available now, one available August 9th. Air-conditioned. 304 No, 4th. Call 753-1721
1-11-C
after 4:00 p. m.

DELUXE BRICK, 2-bedroom,
kitchen, dining and utility
room. Completely carpeted and
2
Located
air-conditioned
TV antenna and push up, $5.00. blocks from University. Call
TFC
Baby jump seat, also black lea- 753-8109.

1117

88e
881'
1.00

4-BEDROOM house, two baths.
Large library, with all the extras. Wall-to-wall carpeting.
Central beat and sir. 1612 Loch
Lomond, phone 753-4937.
July-23-C

patio, range, dish washer, 2car garage, plus additional storage space.
A WELL-KEPT 2-bedroom frame
with gas heat. Drapes, range,
and air-conditioner included.
Attacied garage. Located on
Woodlawn Avenue.
ONE OF Murray's finest homes
can now be yours. This 4-bedroom brick is truly a beautiful
home and is located in an excelleot neighborhood. Drapes,
dish washer, disposal and a
lawn sprinkling system all in.

OM!
661

ALL RIGHT! IF c/OU WERE Ti-iE
LAST BEAGLE ON EARTH, 1 10
VOTE FOR ce00!

*St*

-482;

farms and castles, and always
the beechwoods The Great Belt
and the Little Belt, and the
tOund that separated Denmark
from Sweden, the ice floes in

noon. looking quite lost, and
lonely --sadder even than Herre
Chopin dying of lung disease because he at least had his bossy
mistress:'
the winter and the sudden
"What nonsense---"
sparkling gaiety of spring, the
His fingers closed my lips.
bird sanctuaries, the gales that "No, listen to me. We have met
blew straight from Siberia. the by fate, but that's all fate does
Viking graves.
for us. The progression from
"Was the war a terrible there is up to us. And don't you
time.?" I asked, surely unneces- agree it would be a pity to have
fierily, for we all knew how the , such a brief friendship when we
Danes had stoically opposed the both like each other so much?
German occupation, to their Well. I must speak only for myown great hardship and peril,
self, but I've watched your eyes.
"Jo," he said briefly, the other your smile, and I think you
person looking out of frozen have been liking me. Wouldn't
blue eyes. The light turned on it be a pity to say furvel at this

vieit

tiVies-ts-

agi===ii.•
Ma
ow in

7- I?

Nancy

by Ernie Bushmiller

THAT'S THE LAST
BALL GAME I'LL
EVER UMPIRE
WHY

SOME KID IN
THE STANDS
THREW A
TOMATO AT ME

YOU SAW THE
GAME -WHAT
DID YOU
THINK OF MY
UMPIRING ?

ONE
TOM ATO,
PLEASE

I
4
.
4

I

\

and off inside his skull. This stage?"
large, smiling man was intrig-u- • I hadn't realized I had looked
ingly not all on the surface.
so lonely. I hadn't known I was.
"I was too young to remem- His perception hurt. I didn't

,
e/r
•;•,
.

ber it."
want to be lonely any more than
"Lucky for you." He stood up , he did, and as he said, it dido t
and held out his hand to me,_ have to be one's fate. A little
smiling again. "Come. ell drive constructive action would be
you home - the long way timely. I needed to look ahead.

aro mid."

4.,
10
0814W
NIP"

-not backward at those three lost

That, I discovered, meant a years.
&nee tete the hills up a curv"Farrel! Is that farewell? It
bie Mad 'horde:yr width moon- sounds sadder in your tangosilvered olive trees, the head- age."

lights of the car throwing their
branches into startling shapes.
like heraldic beasts. At a spot
where the hills opened, giving a
view over the twinkling bay,
Otto stopped the car.
"Well. Luise. I think we might
sun.
see more of each other, yea?
_ "My wife was not strong, un- How long are you staying

"Then it must be a word we
never use."
"Are you proposing to pay all
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friends."
"That's a

prom is e?

as
As

friends?"
"My dear Luise, what are you

fortunately."
here?"
so afraid of?"
"Then perhays your. son will
"Two more days."
, I was irritated.
marry soon and make you a
"Send your office a telegram
"Otto, look!"
grandfather several times over." saying You must have at least
'''Yes. 4I am looging. It's WO
me,
understheate
you
think
"I
another week:'
• dark to see what is in your
Luise...What is wrong with my
"Why?"
eyes."
times
several
father
being a
"So that we get to know each
"If I agree to do this, if we
sit
back
should
I
over? Why
Other better."
find we fall in love, it is to be
grandfather?"
and wait to be a
"It's countries I'm supposed marriage only. Nothing less. So
He gave his great merry roar to !cern about, not men"
If you're thinking of a short and
man.
of laughter. "I'm a very fit
"You're clever, too." He said delightful love affair in a luxury
child
My grandfather had a
that reflectively, as if he had hotel in the sun, you had better
when he was seventy-three. And been adding up my aseets. Then drive me home and we'll say
-I'm a mere forty-six. My dear said softly, "Miue kaer."
goodbye. Farrel."
Luise, you should apologize for
"What does that mean?"
"A business proposition," he
that remark."
"My dear. My love. Whatever murmured, and I wasn't sure
"I do, It,do." I said, laughing ydru like, but something nice. whether there was amnaement
with him.
We could move over to the hotel in his voice or not.
But I was thinking that there at Formentor."
"No! I said, if we fall in
was always a reserved note in
"That costs the earth!"
love."
his voice when he spoke about
"Why not' I have some
"You have a strong mind
the son he already had. Like a money."
Luise."
lot of men, he probably loved
I turned to face him. I could"I have learned to have that."
his virility more than the child- n't see his face very clearly in
He was silent then, for so
ren it produced. Or was it more the dark, but I knew he was
long that I thought he had
likely that he wanted to prove still smiling.
his virility now that his delicate
"Look, Otto, if you're propos- changed his own mind. My prop-
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Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
REMEMBER) 0114EN
I WANT
WE SEE
HIM TAKEN-BY FORCE
IF NECES,SARY,'

CHIEF OF POLICE AT FALLSEIURGFRIC-ND O'MINE -JUST CALLED T'SM4
RELEASED A AN
AwsweRime DOC SAM'S
DESCRIPTION.
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Lil' Abner

00 BOY!!
1. No MORE
pi pPI.F. LEST
ON EARTH-

SO,NOTCHRL'-1---NO
MORE HOUSINK

SHORTAGE!! WE
CAN LIVE

ANYPLACE

THEN

I

NEY.T

DOOR?!

WE
WANT-

osition was as little to his likwife was dead?
ing an affair, that's out."
This he did in snatches be"There is a cynical note in ing as his had been to mine. I
was unreasonably disappointed.
tween long companionable si- your voice 7"
"We will fall in love," said
lences, when he pulled, on his • "'There
is."
Otto then, stirring, me out of
cigar and sipped the very excel"I wouldn't do anything to. my momentary depression
lent brandy he had ordered with
and
make you cynical"
immediately plunging me into a
our coffee.
"No?"
more
perilous
gloom.
about
-1
.
4.nrnark,
the
Fc17He talked
there
three big isinniis .1traland. Fyn
"Luise, I lihe you. From the had been such a curious fatalis. __and Jutland, .and the. many moment I new you standing in iie-neilx;inthia-1K405
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antlill islands with their isolated that dark, sad garden -this after- iToBe Copitinued Tonir;eroil
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WIDOW AN'WIDOWER ON
EARTH TO LIVE - •
NEXT DOOR!!
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My expenses?"
"Only for one week -
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SEEN HEARD . .
(Continued From noon II

Income Tax
Questions and
Answers

Whet difference it would nate,
biat we were scared not to fit• Q - What's the purpose of
low directions.
the Form 1040-X you introduc
ed!
Former Governor George WalA -- This new from was delace said "The first Itioig I
easier for
would do as President :s to signed to make it
correct errors
make an announco)ent that taxpasers to
I'd give morel support as Pre- made on 1040 or 1040-A refilling out an
sident to the policemen ad this turns. Instead of
correct a misto
return
entire
country and to the firemen et
taxpayers DOW juat subthe country. I'd say. "We stead take,
behind you'because you are tho mit information on the item in
thin line between complete an- "nor.
For example, a taxpayer who
archy in the streets aod the
hating his
physical safety a our person". made a mistake in
1967 medical deductions reports
the correct medical informatThe Simplon Tunne:In ion on Form 1040-X. Then usSwitzerland. the world's long- ing key figures from the 1040
est railway tunnel. was com- return he had filed, the tax liapleted in 1922
bility is calculated.

GOAL BUDGET

FOR SCHOOL YEAR

194S-19

MURRAY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL
DISTRICT
RECEIPTS
10,564.00

Cash on hand beginning of year
Taxation to be received and •
In lieu of tax payments
Other Weal revenue
Foundation program
Other state aid
Other federal aid

363,826.00
7,500.00
384,000.00
500.00
12,613.00

Total Estimated Receipts

$779,003.00

EXPENDITURES
Administration
Instruction
Attendance service
Operation of school plant
Maintenance of Pant
Fixed charges and
community services
Capital outlay and dept. service
Tata

$ 25,244.00
575,000.00
8,155 00
45,2,50.00
2'1.030.00

••••••.11M M.

_:-.___

7,000.00
91.324.00

imated Iblpenditures_._ rh11,003.00

-.RI MIDGES I TIMIS - MURRAY. KENTUCKY
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TUESDAY - AMY
Sows, Steady.
Market Report
US 2-8 200-230
US 2-3 190-230
Federal State Market New
US 2-4 230-250
Service, Tuesday, July 9, 1988 US 3-4 240-280
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog SOWS:
Market Report Includes 10 Buy- US 1-2 270-350
ing Stations.
fteceflofts 817 Head, Barrow, US 1-3 300-450
and Gills Steady to Mt tower; US 2-3 400-630

Permits For
June Are
Announced

ea)1

Mr. I. H. Key City Building
Inspector and City Electrical
Inspector has released the permits for the month of June.
Building permits amounted to
$243.00 while electrical permits
amounted to $18.00.

ass
lea
lbs
llos

O.

$21.75-22.25,
$21 00-21.75,
$20.50-21.00;
$20.00-20.50,

lb. $17.00-17.75,
Few $18.50;
Ins $18.00-17.00;
lin $15.50-1610.

,.Unit

doe elYto &ode'

DY Dorothy Boone
Building Permits
Edwin Cain, construct addik
Let's Talk Dry Cleaning
tion to Cooper and Merlin tore
building, South 12th Street.
Edwin Cain, construct addition to A. & P. store building.
A great many factors go
South 11th. Street.
into
the choice of a particular
'Taylor Perry, construct addidress or blouse by the average
tion te residence building, 108
woman. Fabric design is one
Spruce Street.
Jackie Burkeen, construct duof the most important. When
plex building. 205 South 11th.
you chose a particular garJOHNSON CHERED BEFORE RETURNING now Confetti showioo ord•Pi rodent Lynd,,n H
Street.
John -.on
tfached to shake hands with cheering Salv.i
ment beeause you like the
!•;.tnt.i TecL
r..1031
James Payne, constnact mingle
fore he flew ham.lotiowmg a -little ,rt-trnmtt meriting
striking design in the fabric,
RellItIlph,oto ,
family dwelling, Dogwood.Drive
be sure to consider whether
East_
or not it will wear well, clean
ver which already has the red Tor the Concord to Pottertown
Scott Drug Company, coda
well, and generally prove serbuilding.
wallto-wall carpet down but road.
atruct commercial
There is so much building in 1306-A Chestnut Street.
no pews yet. But the center of
viceable.
attraction
was the beautiful progress now, it LS hard to keep
Aubrey Hatcher, construct
MMus
Des4119
A design which is woven
painting above the bapistry up with it.
swimming pool and recreation
•••
Sulphur Spring Church house room, 1503 Glendale Road.
into the fabric is usually more
done by our own Concord boy,
serviceable than one which is affixed to it by;
now in Murray, Charlie Rains. and lot was bought by Darrell
Leonard Morris, construct
-Shoemaker last Saturday. He single family dwelling, AuduWe were so proud of him.
pressure or embossing. Pressure application can:
By Estelle Spiceland
The old Spiceland home wee owns the adjoining farm.
bon Drive.
damage the fibers'of the yarn around the edges of, u
July 3, 19611
The new consolidated church
Thomas Russell, demolish reHope August is no hotter than not lonely Sunday for visitors
the design, creating a weakness that might cause
is
being bricked.
Lloyd
were
and
the
Linus
sidence building, 604
Spicethe past weeks, but so far, I
trouble later. Adhesive or embossed designs Will'
We are so sorry for the re- Street,
Henry Dawsons, Bobby
suppose crops are growhig lands'
.
sometimes wear out quickly or will be affected by
latives of Gary Wilkinson who ,thes ward, construct addi:
SpiceLands,
vocational
ag
teachnicely.
cleaning.
was killed in Vietnam; but cars ton to commercial building.'
Hope mat Mr. Barnett Mont- er. Robert Williams family
gomery who suffered a facial from Dover. and the Zelna Far- are killing young and old here. 218 North 15th. Street.
A blouse or a lovely dress may be so appealing
stroke while plowing List week ris' and Lloyd Fan-is' from Cal- and reckless drivers will not -Murray Lumber Compsoy,
that its beauty will outweigh its. limited serviceheed warnings it seems.
loway.
railroad
abed,
storage
construct
I. out of the hospital by now.
ability. If it gives pleasure it may still be worth buyCohen Stubblefield cannot siding.
The Robert McCages fished
We were so sorry to hear
ing.
how
know
much
the
there
last
public
to!'
construct
reover
week.
IL.
IL
Ryan,
of the accident which deprived
Miss Annie Willis moved to frets his illness and absence. age house, .1312 Dogwood Drive.
the little son of Hattie los
Extra care in the handling and cleaning OP uj
It is becoming too much of
Ansel Griffin, demolish red.
Bucy almost both of his foot the. first new house she ever
every garment is part of our normal service Bring
while they were here vacation- lived in for her more than 87 a custom to wait until one is dance building. South 12th.
us your delicate and better clothes. If it can be
years Tueociay when she rented in the casket before bringing Street.
ing from Michigan.
cleaned, we can clean it
. witto CARE!
M & H. Construction Co. deWith this war taking the an apartment on Ellis Drive in the flowers. The living could
•
appreciate them.
molish two residence building, _
boys constantly there is not Murray.
•
Mrs. Robert Bucy and other 1405 & 1407 Olive Blvd.
The Max Bonner family of
•
much for even physically fit
Henry
Michigan
County
is here preparing to
teachers attendCalloway County Lumber Co.,
boys to look forward to.
Surely Bro. Howell Thurman become new managers of the ed a teachers' workshop last construct single family dwellheard the plaudit Sunday, "Well Lovinis' Grocery near Panora- weeks Both the Bucy daughters ing, Circarama Drive.
done thou good and faithful ma. Their three charming will be teaching nest year.
Already students are tiring
servant" for during his ninety daughters will be students at
of vacation time. (Parents too
years stay here he did much Ns" Cord- Floyd McClure's New Con- perhaps).
Steele and Alkbritten, single
LAUNDRY-CLEANER
•
good.
We are glad that still from family dwelling, South 16th
• Last Sunday we had the pri- cord garage is open again as a
"The Cleaner Interested In You"
our new house, when we leave Street and Sycamore Street.
vilege of visng the new car clean up shot at present.
0 C. Kimbro has built a this one, we will be in sight
Rogers Electric, duplex buil
$200,000 Baptist church in Donew garage by his new home and hearing of school children ding, Olive Street Ext.
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CHAIRS ODDS & ENDS

MOHAWK CARPET

hoe 1 - LOUNGE CHAIR & LARGE MATCHING OTTOMAN.
Early American
style, gold nylon tweed upholstery. Latex foam rubber
cushion on both
pieces. Regular $129.1141
Close Out

Mohawk Carpet Remnants. 1 - 15.3-x12',
olive green sculptured. _ _ _ _ '179.00-115.00

VISAS

1.0. 1 - FRENCH PROVINCIAL OCCASIonAL CHA1tt. Fruitwood
wood trim,

deep tufted back, heavy Avocado Matelasse fabric Regular $79.50,
Now $57.50
v• 1 - CONTEMPORARY TUB CHAIR made by
Ttratford. Solid Masa colored textured fabric. Arm caps on casters. Reg.
$79.50
Close Out $49.1111
a
V 2 - SPANISH STYLE OCCASIONAL CHAIRS. Pecan
wood, green and
turquoise Damask upholstery. Regular $69.00
Now $45.00 each

1"' 1 - 12'8"x12' Acrilan Sheared Loop. Avocado. Regular '149.00
88.00
1 - 12'x12' Herculon Textured Loop Pile.
Moss. Regular 1J 37.00
- 79.00
1 - 15'x7'8" Blue Green Tween 100f-c Nylon.
Heavy. Reg.'96.00
'47.00

••• 1 - HIGH BACK FRENCH PROVINCIAL OCCASIONAL CHAIR. Fruitwood trim. textured Damask upholstery. Reg, MILOS
Now $54.00
*s.4.•
io• 1 - LARGE EARLY AMERICAN ammo& Double position, wood trim
in Salem Maple finish, upholstered- In a heavy textured weave Scotchgard Regular WNW
Close Out $59.00

1 - 12'x9'9" Green Tweed Nylon. Regularly
$96.00
59.00
Group Mohawk SainileicAll Colors. _ _ _ 981

✓ 2 - MAPLE CRICKETT CHAIRS. Loose cushion

to 6 - SAMSONITE CARD TA.BLE CHAIRS. Upholstered. Dlenontlnued.
Regular $10.95
Now MU
t

se 1 - 3-PC. MODERN SUITE IN WALNUT. Good quality, oak interiors,
center guided drawers, dust proof, plate glass Mirror on double dresser,
oiarge chest, book case bed Close Out! Reg. $249.00
_ Now $146.00
so ONE ONLY - SOLID CHERRY POSTER BEDROOM GROUP. Finest construction, consists of Double Dresser, Chest on Chest, Bed and Night
Table. A bonified Savings of $200. on this suite!

se TWIN SIZE SIMMONS MATTRESS & BOX SPRINGS. Serviceable
Drill
Ticks. A real value in quality bedding
Both Pieces Onl. $59.00

•

so-

.-

LIVINGROOM &DEN SPECIALS

•

• Y.

CONTEMPORARY STYLE
Burgandy Color In a Solid, Heavy Scotchgarded
Twill Fabric - Foam Mattress

•

AS. Early American. Traditional,
Savings Up ?S10..
.

. Modern

walmr.P.•••
...••••••••••••"4.M.

-

A
Real
Value!

FAMOUS SIMMONS QUALITY
Complete with Frame and:Headboard
-

IV NHS

per I ONLY -.TWO-PIECE EARLY AMIRICAN OPEN ARM LIVING ROOM
•
sum.solld Hard Rock Maple frame atid arms Green Plaid nylon iatiric
•• •
...
Close Out sige.
• • on foanisfilled Icose cushions iteg. gpto
•
•
•

KING SIZE
BED OUTFITS

HIDE A BED TYPE SOFA

- GILOisa, CONTEMPORARY SOFA. Very finest construction. 8-way
hand tied coil spring Poly-Dacron wrapped cushion for real luxury
Upholstered in a ScGtchgard Floral Print, shades of rose and red. Discontinued Reg. $369.09 - iy Price
Now $1513.00
•

vo 2 - 2-PC. EARLY AMERICAN STYLE SUITES. Three cushions, Nylon
. solid textured Salem Maple woOd trim. Gold or green. Only szsi.••
t

BUY NOW & SAVE -4•••=ming-EASIEST TERMS

ONE ONLY
Famous Make

io• 1 ONLY - 2-PC. LIVING ROOM SUITE., Ideal for office, den or living
room where extra service Is required Sofa 88 Inches long, three cushion,
filled with heavy Lux Fcam. Upholstered in U.S. Naugahyde. Deep brown
Now Only $1511.00
color, matching. chair Lawson style.

•
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SAVE $75.00 -

NOW ONLY

Noith Side of the Squat'
Murray,. Kentucky

• .4

•

as 1 - 3-PC. WHITE PROVINCIAL CANOPY BED. Double Dresser with Plate
Glass Mirror, roonly Chest. Dresser and Chest have white Micaztn plastic tops fcr easy cleaning.
3 Pieces Now Only $151.00

ke FULL SIZE INNERSPRING MATTRESS AND BOX SPRINGS SETS. Famous make 312 Coll units_ Quilted-top on light background Floral Tick.
Good bedding at Closeout Prices.
Both Only $eass

- Heavy Loop - Washable Colors
Fringed
4'lt6' - Reg. '1295
_ '9.95
3'x5' - Reg.'9.95
'6.95
2'x4' - Reg. 15.95
'3.95

*tome

1,01 1 - 3-PC. OAK SPANISH STYLE GROUP. Warm light oak finish. Sevendrawer Double Dresser, roomy Chest and Chair, back Lattice Bed with
high foot board. A good value at $249.001
Now Only $155.00

io FULL SIZE FIRESTONE FOAM RUBBER MATTRESS & BOX SPRINGS.
Extra heavy hotel-motel built, government standard A.C.A. Ticking. A
$50 00 savings on these contract sets!
Both For $95.00

SHAG RUGS

v z - ITALIAN PROVINCIAL SPOT CHAIRS. Exposed wood in Antique
White, upholstered in Bitter Lime Satin. Reg. $79.11 ____ Eaeb_S4111.04L_

BEDROOM VALUES
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